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Purpose of the talk
• The title is incomplete: we will also discuss
operationalizations of the pragmatic factor predictability
• This is a methodological talk:
• purpose: explore new operationalizations of both semantic
classes and predictability in support of the analysis of syntactic
variation
• method: these new operationalizations are automatically
derived from distributional information in large-scale corpora
• basic methodological question: can such measures be useful
additional tools for variationist (syntactic) analysis,
complementing existing tools, not replacing them?
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Methodological research question
Point of departure
• Traditional variationist corpus studies are typically based on
relatively small datasets which are hand-coded for a number
of internal constraints/independent variables
• Especially in the case of higher-order (semantic or pragmatic)
conditioners, it is the researcher who determines (building on
prior knowledge of the data) the number and nature of the
categories contrasted on an independent variable
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Methodological research question
Example: given/new
• 2 categories (given or new) in
Arnold, J. E., Wasow, T, Ginstrom, R., and Losongco, T.
2000. Heaviness vs. newness: the effects of structural
complexity and discourse status on constituent ordering.
Language 76, 28-55.
• 5 categories (elements of speech event, recent linguistic
context, remote linguistic context, discourse new, new) in
Grondelaers, S. and D. Speelman (2007). A variationist
account of constituent ordering in presentative sentences in
Belgian Dutch. Journal of Corpus Linguistics and Linguistic
Theory 3, 161-193.
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Methodological research question
Often some degree of subjectivity is involved
• Ad hoc and tailored to the dependent variable to be modelled
(e.g. Grondelaers 2000 is based on a given-new classification
with 10 values; the 5-value classification in Grondelaers and
Speelman 2007 yields a model which fits the data better)
• Classification not (or insufficiently) based on
semantic/distributional properties of the elements to be
classified: diverse phenomena lumped together
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Methodological research question
Basic research question
To what extent can distributional information in large corpora
provide the variationist researcher with reliable, objective
information on the semantic and pragmatic properties of his
observations, in such a way that
• this information can help the researcher make well-informed
decisions on his coding?
• this information can inspire the researcher in the formulation
of new research questions?
The aim is not to replace manual coding, but to provide the coder
with reliable and relevant additional information
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Methodological research question
Procedure
Today we will
• use distributional information to calculate automatically
generated word classes as well as automatically generated
measures of predictability
• apply these measures to a well-studied alternation pattern for
which previous research has indicated the importance of
semantic classes and predictability
• The primary aim of today is not so much to gain completely
new insights in this alternation pattern, but rather to explore
to which extent we can produce results that are similar to
those from earlier ‘manual’ studies
• Our new approach expands on Levshina and Heylen (2012)
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The er alternation
An example
In de asbak lag een sigarenpeuk.
“In the ashtray was a cigar butt.”
In de asbak lag er een sigarenpeuk.
“In the ashtray was there a cigar butt.”
Prototypical case: locative-initial structures, in which the subject
represents the informational focus of the clause
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The er alternation
Original ‘manual studies’
• Separate regression analyses of distribution of er in 792
Belgian Dutch locative adjunct sentences and 420
Netherlandic Dutch locative adjunct sentences which contain
er or which could contain er
• Both datasets sampled in 3 registers:
• UseNet (internet news groups)
• Popular newspapers (De Telegraaf vs. Het Belang van
Limburg)
• Quality newspapers (NRC and De Standaard)
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The er alternation
Original ‘manual studies’
• Remark: er alternation is not restricted to locative adjuncts.
For instance, in sentences with temporal adjuncts er can also
appear, and even is more frequent (Yesterday was a riot vs. In
the playground was a riot).
• However, the original studies were deliberately restricted to
sentences with locative adjuncts in which the informational
focus is on the subject and in which the alternation at hand
was deemed possible by the researcher.
• In other words, there was a rather ‘narrow’ demarcation of the
envelope of variation, in the sense that the studies were
restricted to sentences with specific semantic and pragmatic
characteristics.
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The er alternation
Original ‘manual studies’
• Dependent variable: presence of er
• Independent variables = hand-coded semantic features which
intuitively enhance er use; the most important general
intuition on which coding was based, was:
• More er following taxonomically vague main verb (On the
tree was a flag) than following a specific main verb (On the
tree fluttered a flag).
• More er following “vague” locative adjunct (In Brussels was
a riot) than following a concrete locative adjunct (In her
lunchbox was a peanut butter sandwich)
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The er alternation
Original ‘manual studies’: refinement of idea of vagueness (of
main verb and adjunct)
Inspired by experimental research (self paced reading, eye
tracking), in which we found that er reduces the reading time of
unexpected subjects, we formulated the following hypothesis for
our corpus-based research:
• Hypothesis: er is used more often in sentences with low
predictability of the subject. This could help explain why in
comprehension people (have learned to) more easily accept
unexpected subjects if er is present.
• Expanding on the idea of vagueness, we introduced verb
specificity and adjunct concreteness as proxies for
predictability of the subject
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The er alternation
Original ‘manual studies’: refinement of idea of vagueness
. . .
• Consequently our hypothesis was that low verb specificity and
low adjunct concreteness would correlate with more frequent
usage of er
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The er alternation
Original ‘manual studies’: refinement of idea of vagueness
We operationalized adjunct concreteness as follows, going from
more to less concrete:
• 3-dimensional space (lunchbox)
• 2-dimensional space (meadow)
• Both concrete and abstract interpretation possible (school)
• Purely abstract (mathematics)
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The er alternation
Original ‘manual studies’: refinement of idea of vagueness (of
main verb and adjunct)
We operationalized verbal specificity as follows, going from more
to less specific:
• Existence and appearance verbs Levin’s (1993) verbs of
(group) existence, verbs of entity-specific modes of being
(involving motion), meander verbs, verbs of spatial
configurations, verbs of appearance
• Intermediate verbs: group of highly frequent verbs which
impose some minimal restriction on their subjects: exist,
emerge, remain, pass, end, . . .
• zijn (‘to be’): no restriction on set of subjects
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The er alternation
Original ‘manual studies’: results
• The expected effect of both verbal specificity and adjunct
concreteness was confirmed in the studies
• Notice, however, that in the operationalization of both verbal
specificity and adjunct concreteness the concepts of word
class and predictability are conflated. In the present study
we want to try and disentangle these two concepts, by
introducing separate operationalizations for word class and
predictability.
• Remark: The original studies also contained other predictors,
including other low predictability markers (adjunct newness,
subject unboundedness, subject negation). Those are not
operationalized (yet) in the new study.
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Corpora, datasets, and operationalization of variables
Corpora
• Leuven News Corpus (LeNC): syntactically parsed newspaper
corpus of contemporary standard Belgian Dutch (1.2 billion
tokens)
• Twente News Corpus (TwNC): syntactically parsed newspaper
corpus of contemporary standard Netherlandic Dutch (0.4
billion tokens)
We use the complete corpora for
• calculating co-occurrence patterns between words
• harvesting examples of adjunct-initial sentences with indefinite
subject (next slide)
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Corpora, datasets, and operationalization of variables
Full datasets of all adjunct-initial sentences with indefinite
subject
• From Leuven News Corpus (LeNC): 400000 observations
• From Twente News Corpus (TwNC): 190000 observations
We use the full datasets for
• collecting large lists of verbs that appear as main verb (ca.
3500) and nouns that appear either as adjunct head or subject
head (ca. 50000) in these datasets
• taking subsets on which regression analyses will be conducted
(next slide)
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Corpora, datasets, and operationalization of variables
Datasets for regression analysis (=subsets from full datasets)
• From Leuven News Corpus (LeNC): ca. 13500 observations
• From Twente News Corpus (TwNC): ca. 14500 observations
Characteristics of items in these subsets (and in the full datasets)
• They start with the sequence:
adjunct(PP) + main verb + optional er + subject
• The heads of adjunct and subject are nouns
• The subject is indefinite
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Corpora, datasets, and operationalization of variables
Datasets for regression analysis (continued)
This demarcation of the envelope of variation on the basis of
formal criteria alone is defendable, but is different from that of the
original studies:
• More syntactic restrictions (e.g. not allowing for additional
intervening constituents; adjunct must be PP, adjunct and
subject head must be noun, . . . )
• No semantic of pragmatic restrictions (as apposed to
restriction to locatives and to clear informational focus on
subject in original studies)
• No additional manual testing if alternation is applicable (this
lack of testing eliminates a subjective judgement, but
admittedly leaves some noise in the data)
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Corpora, datasets, and operationalization of variables
Operationalization of predictability
We will explore measures of predictability
• between adjunct head and subject head
• between verb and subject head
• between adjunct head and verb
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Corpora, datasets, and operationalization of variables
Operationalization of predictability
For each of the pairs in the previous slide we explore two types of
proxies for predictability:
• co-occurrence measures: here the rationale is that word B
is expected to be predictable on the basis of the presence of
word A if words A and B often co-occur in our large reference
corpora, or put differently, if A often appears as a context
feature of B.
• similarity measures: here the rationale is that word B is
expected to be more predictable on the basis of the presence
of word A if both words are semantically, or rather
distributionally, similar; here similarity means that A and B
often have the same context features
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Corpora and operationalization of variables
Operationalization of predictability
The context features from the previous slide can be of different
types, depending on the approach that is chosen:
• in a so-called bag-of-words (BOW) approach the context
features are simply the words that appear to the left and to
the right of our target words; we will explore:
• BOW4: a context window 4:4 (4 words on both sides of the
target word)
• BOW7: a context window 7:7 (7 words on both sides of the
target word)
Such an approach can be applied to all pairs under scrutiny
(adjunct-subject; verb-subject; adjunct-verb).
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Corpora and operationalization of variables
Operationalization of predictability
The context features . . . (continued) . . .
• in a so-called dependency-based approach (DEP) a context
features is not a word but rather a combination of a word and
a dependency relation; for instance, a specific verb lopen (‘to
walk’) could co-occur with a specific noun man (‘man’) in the
dependency relation has-as-verb, in which case we could say
that man has the context feature ‘has-as-verb-lopen’.
This is one of the approaches we explore for measuring the
similarity between adjunct heads and subject heads.
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Corpora and operationalization of variables
Operationalization of predictability
• finally each co-occurrence pattern can be measured on the
basis of either an effect size, or significance, or simply
frequency.
• in total, combining all these different approaches, we end up
with 63 different measures of predictability for each
observation in our er dataset.
• REMARK: we use so many measures to test:
• whether our results are robust across operationalization details
• whether certain classes of operationalizations outperform
others
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Corpora and operationalization of variables
Operationalization of verb classes and noun classes
• verb classes and noun classes are derived from the already
introduced similarity measures.
• we first calculate the similarity between all verbs that occur in
the verb slot in the er dataset and the similarity between all
nouns that occur in either the adjunct slot or the subject slot
(in our full datasets)
• then we derive verb clusters from the verb similarities and
noun clusters from the noun similarities by means of k means
clustering
• we explore different approaches, using all aforementioned
types of context features (BOW4, BOW7, DEP); for verbs
we also use an approach with subcategorization frames as
context features (SUBCAT).
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Corpora and operationalization of variables
Separate operationalizations for BE and NL
Since we are very interested in regional differences in Dutch (the
two national varieties of Dutch have a different standardization
history) . . .
• all steps described in this section (corpus selection, dataset
creation, operationalization of variables) are done separately
for BE and NL
• the same separation will hold true for the regression analyses
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Regressions: one type of predictors at the time
Predictability measures
• first we explore the original 63 measures (after Box-Cox
transformation) with 63 simple regression analyses
• we then work towards a multiple regression model that
combines the most important measures from each of the
following four categories
• co-occurrence measures for the pair adjunct-subject
• co-occurrence measures for the pair verb-subject
• co-occurrence measures for the pair adjunct-verb
• similarity measures for any of the aforementioned pairs
(adjunct-subject, verb-subject, adjunct-verb)
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Regressions: one type of predictors at the time
Predictability measures
The conclusions from the multiple regression analysis are:
• there are clear effects, but the models have modest predictive
power (BE: C = 0.791; NL: C = 0.779) and explained
variation (BE: R2 = 0.237; NL: R2 = 0.186)
• the models are relatively stronger in BE
• all investigated pairs matter (adjunct-subject, verb-subject,
adjunct-verb), but verb-subject seems to be the most
important pair
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Regressions: one type of predictors at the time
Predictability measures
More conclusions from the multiple regression analysis . . .
• most significant effects go in the expected direction (low
predictability boosts er), but there are ‘formal exceptions’ to
the general pattern
• co-occurrence patterns are far more important than similarity
patterns; the latter hardly matter at all. Within the
co-occurrence patterns, all types of measures (significance,
effect size, frequency) yield effects.
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Regressions: one type of predictors at the time
Predictability measures
Principal components instead of the original variables:
• next we run a PCA on 62 of the original variables (one
variable with many extreme outliers had to be removed)
• the nine principal components with eigenvalue greater that
one (were first interpreted on the basis of variable loadings
and) were then used as predictors in new multiple regression
analyses
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Predictability measures
Principal components (continued) ...
• these new multiple regression models had (slightly lower, but)
comparable predictive and explanatory power compared to the
multiple regression models with the original variables, and they
confirmed all findings from these previous regression models
• in the remainder of this presentation we will continue to work
with the nine principal components instead of the original
predictability measures (because the models are not inferior
and variable selection issues become more straighforward)
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Regressions: one type of predictors at the time
Verb categories
Verb category as predictor:
• we performed regression analyses with k verb categories (and
we repeated this procedure for k going from five to thirty)
• and we repeated this for different approaches
• BOW4 (bag of words; window size 4:4)
• BOW7 (bag of words; window size 7:7)
• SUBCAT (subcategorization frames)
• DEP (dependencies)
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Regressions: one class of predictors at the time
Verb categories
Results for models with verb category as predictor:
• best regression models slightly outperform the models with
predictability measures, both in BE and NL, even for low k
• best regression models in BE even have some predictive power
(C > 8)
• models in BE outperform models in NL
• subcategorization-based and dependency-based categories
outperform the BOW-based categories;
subcategorization-based categories perform best, especially
among the solutions with low k
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Regressions: one class of predictors at the time
Verb categories
Results for models with verb category as predictor (continued):
• only subcategorization-based categories outperform the second
baseline (random classification of verbs). Possible explanation:
• random classes grow more capable of capturing strong
individual lexical patterns as k grows
• distributional information based classes can capture the
effect of broad/global (semantic) categories when k is small;
which subcategorization-based categories seem to do here
• distributional information based classes can capture the
effect of small-scale/local (semantic) categories when k is
high; which none of such categories seem to do here. So either
they miss out on the relevant (semantic) information or there
simply are no small-scale (semantic) effects.
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Regressions: one class of predictors at the time
Verb categories
Results for models with verb category as predictor (continued)
• although only subcategorization-based categories outperform
randomly assigned verb categories, and not by a large margin,
further inspection of the verbs in the categories reveals that
both the subcategorization-based categories and the
dependency-based categories make sense (i.e. are well
interpretable) in terms of their internal (semantic) coherence
and their effect on the er variation
• examples will be shown later in the presentation
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Regressions: one type of predictors at the time
Adjunct head categories
Adjunct head category as predictor:
• we performed regression analyses with k verb categories (and
we repeated this procedure for k going from five to ten)
• here we used only one similarity measure
• BOW4 (bag of words; window size 4:4)
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Regressions: one class of predictors at the time
Adjunct head categories
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Regressions: one class of predictors at the time
Adjunct head categories
Results for models with adjunct head category as predictor:
• in isolation adjunct head category has no predictive power at
all and explains hardly any variaton; nevertheless, the effect is
significant, but that alone doesn’t say much, given the size of
the datasets (about 13500 observations)
• there is no indication that this situation improves as k
increases (although much higher values of k are yet to be
explored)
• the models in NL slightly outperform the models in BE
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Regressions: one class of predictors at the time
Adjunct head categories
More results for models with adjunct head category as predictor:
• similarity-based categories (slightly) outperform the second
baseline (random classification of nouns). Possible
explanation:
• the second baseline remains flat as k grows because either
strong individual lexical patterns are absent or k remains too
small to detect them.
• BOW-based categories outperform the second baseline when
k is small because of the (modest) effect of broad (semantic)
categories.
• BOW-based categories do not improve as k grows, because
either they miss out on the relevant (semantic) information to
capture small-scale (semantic) effects, or there are no such
effects, or these effects only show up for k higher than ten.
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Adjunct head categories
Results for models with adjunct head category as predictor
(continued):
• although in isolation adjunct head categories have as good as
no explanatory or predictive power, further inspection of the
nouns in the categories reveals that these categories do make
sense (i.e. are well interpretable) in terms of their internal
(semantic) coherence and their effect on the er variation
• examples will be shown later in the presentation
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Subject head categories
Subject head category as predictor:
• we performed regression analyses with k verb categories (and
we repeated this procedure for k going from five to ten)
• here we used only one similarity measure
• BOW4 (bag of words; window size 4:4)
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Results for models with adjunct head category as predictor:
• in isolation subject head category has no predictive power at
all and explains hardly any variaton; nevertheless, the effect is
significant, but that alone doesn’t say much, given the size of
the datasets (about 13500 observations)
• there is no indication that this situation improves as k
increases (although much higher values of k are yet to be
explored)
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Subject head categories
More results for models with subject head category as predictor:
• similarity-based categories (slightly) outperform the second
baseline (random classification of nouns). Possible
explanation:
• the second baseline remains flat as k grows because either
strong individual lexical patterns are absent or k remains too
small to detect them.
• BOW-based categories outperform the second baseline when
k is small because of the (modest) effect of broad (semantic)
categories.
• BOW-based categories do not improve as k grows, because
either they miss out on the relevant (semantic) information to
capture small-scale (semantic) effects, or there are no such
effects, or these effects only show up for k higher than ten. .
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Subject head categories
Results for models with subject head category as predictor
(continued):
• although in isolation subject head categories have as good as
no explanatory or predictive power, further inspection of the
nouns in the categories reveals that these categories do make
sense (i.e. are well interpretable) in terms of their internal
(semantic) coherence and their effect on the er variation
• examples will be shown later in the presentation
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
We decide to inspect one well-working model in more detail:
• this model has 8 adjunct head classes, 22
(subcategorization-based) verb classes and 9 subject head
classes; the numbers are chosen to strike a balance between
accuracy (not too few classes) and straightforwardness (no
more classes than needed)
• it is not the very best model in terms of C and R2, but one of
the good ones
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All classes of predictors together
We decide to inspect one well-working model in model detail
(continued):
• for BE the summary information is:
• 13298 observations in dataset, of which 2261 with er (= 17%)
• adequate, although not exceptional, predictive power
(C = 84.20) and explanatory power ( R2 = 34.87)
• for NL the summary information is:
• 14604 observations in dataset, of which 1349 with er (= 9.2%)
• adequate, although not exceptional, predictive power
(C = 83.16) and explanatory power ( R2 = 26.59); the model
seems to be somewhat inferior to its BE counterpart.
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All classes of predictors together
The relevant importance of the predictors in the model:
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All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the verb classes:
zijn (‘to be’) intermediate existence and appearance
+ER -ER
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All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the verb classes:
zijn (‘to be’) intermediate existence and appearance
+ER -ER
→ • ←
stromen (‘to stream’), waaien (‘to blow’),
slingeren (‘to wind around’), dwarrelen (‘to flutter’),
. . .
existence and appearance,
(but specific type of mass noun)
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All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the verb classes:
zijn (‘to be’) intermediate existence and appearance
+ER -ER
→ • ←
zijn (‘to be’), bestaan (‘to exist’),
ontstaan (‘to arise’), gebeuren (‘to happen’),
. . .
combination of ‘zijn’ and intermediate
(no single verb clusters)
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All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the verb classes:
zijn (‘to be’) intermediate existence and appearance
+ER -ER
→ • ←
komen (‘to come’), gaan (‘to go’),
kunnen (‘to can’), moeten (‘to must’),
. . .
intermediate
(often used as auxiliary)
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All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the verb classes:
zijn (‘to be’) intermediate existence and appearance
+ER -ER
→ • ←
staan (‘to stand’), zitten (‘to sit’),
liggen (‘to lie’), hangen (‘to hang’),
. . .
existence and appearence
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Inspection of the verb classes:
zijn (‘to be’) intermediate existence and appearance
+ER -ER
. . .
. . .
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Inspection of the verb classes:
zijn (‘to be’) intermediate existence and appearance
+ER -ER
→ • ←
meedoen (‘to participate’), deelnemen (‘to take part’),
meewerken (‘to collaborate’),
. . .
(excluded from the original studies)
(typically with prepositional complement)
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the verb classes:
zijn (‘to be’) intermediate existence and appearance
+ER -ER
→ • ←
sterven (‘to die’), overlijden (‘to die’),
omkomen (‘to pass away’), . . .
intermediate
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the verb classes:
zijn (‘to be’) intermediate existence and appearance
+ER -ER
→ • ←
aankondigen (‘to announce’), uitbrengen (‘to publish’),
uitvoeren (‘to execute’), . . .
(excluded from the original studies)
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the verb classes:
zijn (‘to be’) intermediate existence and appearance
+ER -ER
. . .
. . .
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the adjunct head classes:
abstract both abstract and concrete 2D 3D
+ER -ER
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the adjunct head classes:
abstract both abstract and concrete 2D 3D
+ER -ER
→ • ←
jaar (‘year’), maand (‘month’),
periode (‘period’), . . .
temporal and vague
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the adjunct head classes:
abstract both abstract and concrete 2D 3D
+ER -ER
→ • ←
gemeente (‘town’), straat (‘street’),
stad (‘city’), buurt (‘neighbourhood’),
. . .
both concrete and abstract
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the adjunct head classes:
abstract both abstract and concrete 2D 3D
+ER -ER
→ • ←
dader (‘perpetrator’), dief (‘thief’),
brand (‘fire’), . . .
(excluded from the original studies)
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the adjunct head classes:
abstract both abstract and concrete 2D 3D
+ER -ER
→ • ←
onderzoek (‘research’), geval (‘case’),
. . .
both concrete and abstract
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the adjunct head classes:
abstract both abstract and concrete 2D 3D
+ER -ER
→ • ←
week (‘week’), weekend (‘weekend’),
begin (‘begin’), einde (‘end’),
. . .
temporal
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the adjunct head classes:
abstract both abstract and concrete 2D 3D
+ER -ER
. . .
. . .
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the adjunct head classes:
abstract both abstract and concrete 2D 3D
+ER -ER
→ • ←
kilometer (‘kilometer’), centimeter (‘centimeter’),
nanometer (‘nanometer’),
. . .
2D
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the adjunct head classes:
abstract both abstract and concrete 2D 3D
+ER -ER
. . .
. . .
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the subject head classes:
+ER -ER
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the subject head classes:
+ER -ER
→ • ←
conflict (‘conflict’), animositeit (‘animosity’),
breuklijn (‘fault line’), . . .
(semantic prosody?)
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the subject head classes:
+ER -ER
→ • ←
mens (‘person’), iemand (‘someone’),
iets (‘something’), niets (‘nothing’),
. . .
very vague description / negation
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the subject head classes:
+ER -ER
→ • ←
man (‘man’), vrouw (‘woman’),
kind (‘child’), . . .
neutral description
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the subject head classes:
+ER -ER
. . .
. . .
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the predictability effects:
We expect low predicability to boost er
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the predictability effects:
We expect low predicability to boost er
op dit moment is er sprake van X
(‘at this moment there is word that X’),
in dit jaar komt er een einde aan Y
(‘in this year there comes an end to Y’),
. . .
in such expressions, where verb and subject form a prefab
or fixed expression (and where the formal subject is not the
item that is introduced in the context), er is very
much boosted
(which formally speaking goes against the general pattern,
although it doesn’t go against its logic)
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the predictability effects:
We expect low predicability to boost er
uit de schoorsteen kringelt rook
(‘from the chimney spirals smoke’),
op de beurs dumpt een belegger ...
(’in the stock market an investor dumps...’),
. . .
in such expressions, where adjunct and subject co-occur
often, absence of ER is very much boosted.
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Regressions: all classes of predictors together
All classes of predictors together
Inspection of the predictability effects:
We expect low predicability to boost er
. . .
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Conclusions and discussion
Conclusions
• predictability effects are found, and co-occurrence measures
capture them better than similarity measures do. Moreover,
they seem to be somewhat more outspoken in BE.
• but . . .
• in isolation they have only modest explanatory and predictive
power
• predictability generally boosts absence of er, but there are
some ‘formal exceptions’ to the general pattern (see later)
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Conclusions and discussion
Conclusions
• the corpus-derived classification of verbs, adjunct heads and
subject heads provide us with useful categories
• verb classes are more important than the other classes, with
some explanatory power and with an effect that is most
outspoken in BE.
• noun classes hardly explain any variation, but are interpretable
both in their own right and with respect to their (modest)
effect on ER. Moreover, they sometimes are inspiring for future
investigations.
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Conclusions and discussion
Conclusions
• together, the investigated variables allow us to build a
regression model with decent predictive and explanatory power
• our methodological conclusion is that
• useful predictability measures and useful verb and noun classes
can be derived from distributional information in large-scale
corpora
• and that such measures can be a useful addition to the toolkit
for variationist (syntactic) research (next to the existing tools)
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Conclusions and discussion
Future plans
• go back to dataset of original corpus studies and combine
(and compare) new predictors with old manual coding (also
reconsider matters of envelope of variation and take
inspiration from verb and noun classes found in this new
study)
• conversely, try and add new predictors to the dataset of the
new study (adjunct newness, subject unboundedness, subject
negation); also reconsider matters of envelope of variation
here
• once again turn to experimental research and test if patterns
found here can be reproduced experimentally (e.g. are
predictability and verb class more imporant in BE than NL,
and are adjunct class and verb class more important in NL)?
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Conclusions and discussion
Future plans (continued)
• expand and refine the methods discussed today
• reconsider envelope of variation in large datasets
• introduce new predictability measures (perplexity, entropy, . . . )
• introduce additional similarity measures (second order
co-occurrences, . . . )
• introduce additional clustering techniques and also work with
other values of k
• introduce mixed-effect regression models to tease apart
individual lexical effects from word class effects
• . . .
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Thank you!
For more information:
dirk.speelman@arts.kuleuven.be
kris.heylen@arts.kuleuven.be
s.grondelaers@let.ru.nl
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